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Who’s seen one of these?

Slightly improved?

Even better?
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• New Insights
• What hides in spreadsheets?

Analytics…
• “…is the discovery, interpretation, and communication of meaningful patterns in
data.”
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• Tell the Story
• Humans are Visual and Tribal

Visualization
• Art

• Science

• Pleasing to view

• Eye tracking

• Clarity

• Colorblindness

• Built for audience

• Code and calculation

Results
• WMS WO review results
• Maintenance materials inventory tracking
• Maintenance work plan tracking
• Culvert inspection mapping
• M5 Fleet WO details/ labor tracking
• Construction change order analysis

Field Maint WO Review
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Field Maint QA Results

Field Maint Materials Tracking

Field Maint Work Plan Tracking

Field Maint Plan/Actual

Culvert Inspections

M5 Fleet Labor Review
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Contract Change Order Aging

Demo for Finance/Capital

Next Steps
• Continue developing team and agency capability
• Evolve visualization style and practice
• Address data integrity issues
• Clear policy
• Training

Next Steps
• Develop operational discipline w/r to analytics and decisions
• Expand work with Construction and Contracts
• Begin working with Capital Program and Asset Management

Questions?
• Derek Weinberg
• dweinberg@indot.in.gov

• Storytelling with data by Cole Nussbaumer Knaflic
• NCHRP web-only 226: Data visualization methods for transportation agencies
• The Art of Thinking Clearly by Rolf Dobelli
• Principles by Ray Dalio

